
Renaming   of   Ramsey   Middle   School,   Minneapolis   Minnesota  

 

Executive   Summary   

 

Middle   School   students   at   Ramsey   Middle   School   felt   that   the   name   ‘Ramsey’,   a   man   who   had   forced  

many   Native   Americans   out   of   Minnesota,   didn’t   live   up   to   the   values   they   wanted   their   school   to  

embody.   Most   teachers   and   faculty   at   the   school   agreed,   but   instead   of   simply   making   an   executive  

decision   to   change   the   name,   they   decided   to   create   a   community   process   that   would   engage   students,  

staff,   and   the   community.   By   encouraging   students   to   get   involved,   the   decision   making   process   became  

an   educational   opportunity,   teaching   children   to   be   conscientious   about   the   ways   in   which   history   is  

memorialized.   

 

Issue  

 

During   his   time   as   territorial   governor   of   Minnesota   from   1849   to   1853,   Alexander   Ramsey   attempted   to  

kill   or   forcibly   remove   all   Native   Americans   from   Minnesota.   In   1932,   a   school   in   Minneapolis   was   later  

named   after   him,   intending   to   honor   his   ‘contributions   to   the   state’.   In   September   of   2016,   students   at  

what   was   then   still   called   Alexander   Ramsey   Middle   School   began   a   grassroots   campaign   calling   for   a  

new   name.   The   school   encouraged   this   process   by   dedicating   class   time   to   give   students   a   chance   to  

develop   their   opinions   on   the   subject,   inviting   guest   speakers,   and   asking   students   to   vote   on   what   name  

they   preferred.   After   a   year   of   work,   Alexander   Ramsey   Middle   School   officially   became   Justice   Page  

Middle   School,   named   after   Alan   Page,   the   first   African   American   justice   of   the   Minnesota   Supreme  

Court   and   Hall   of   Fame   football   player   for   the   Minnesota   Vikings.  

 

History  

 

Early   history   of   the   land   and   of   Ramsey  

 

People   from   the   Dakota   tribe   have   lived   in   the   region   that   has   become   Minnesota   for   at   least   a   thousand  

years.   They   are   part   of   a   larger   Dakota   Nation   which   includes   the   Nakota   and   Lakota.   In   1805,   a   treaty  1

was   signed   by   two   of   the   seven   Dakota   leaders,   ceding   100,000   acres   of   land   which   would   later   become  

1   http://www.usdakotawar.org/frequently-asked-questions/1311  

 



the   cities   of   Minneapolis   and   St   Paul.   The   land   was   valued   at   $20,000,   but   the   Dakota   were   given   around  

$200   worth   of   gifts   and   the   promise   of   $2,000   in   total   from   the   US   government.   This   was   the   first   of  2

many   treaties   to   come.   

 

Alexander   Ramsey,   who   became   governor   of   the   Minnesota   territory   in   1849,   forced   the   Dakota   to   give  

up   most   of   their   land   in   Minnesota   and   eastern   North   and   South   Dakota   in   a   treaty   signed   in   1851.   Many  3

of   the   Native   American   leaders   who   signed   treaties   throughout   U.S.   history   couldn’t   read   English   and   had  

to   rely   on   translators   provided   by   the   U.S.   government,   so   it   is   unknown   if   the   Dakota   leaders   understood  

the   terms   of   the   treaties   when   they   signed   them. 2    It   is   highly   likely   that   this   deception   was   intentionally  

used   as   a   tactic   by   officials   to   get   the   land   that   they   wanted.   Furthermore   the   Native   leaders   who   signed  

the   treaties   were   usually   coerced   into   doing   so.    Dr.   Elden   Lawrence   of   the   Sisseton   Wahpeton   Dakota  

community   described   in   2010   how   the   Dakota   were   told   that   “if   you   sign   this   treaty,   you’re   not   going   to  

ever   have   to   work   or   hunt   again;   we’ll   take   care   of   you.”   The   alternative,   they   were   told   was   that   “we’re  

going   to   drive   you   all   the   way   to   the   Rocky   Mountains   where   you’re   going   to   starve   to   death   and   we’ll  

never   have   to   worry   about   you   again.”   4

 

Although   the   U.S.   government   had   stolen   a   large   portion   of   their   land,   many   Dakota   continued   to   live  

near   the   new   city   of   Minneapolis,   mostly   near   Fort   Snelling   and   Minnehaha,   up   until   the   1850s,   when  

they   were   forced   onto   reservations.   By   1862,   desperate   from   the   scarcity   of   game   animals,   not   allowed   to  5

go   off   the   reservation   to   hunt,   and   angered   by   the   fact   that   the   U.S.   government   was   late   with   payments  

promised   in   treaties,   some   Dakota   began   attacking   white   settlers.   What   came   to   be   known   as   the  6

U.S.-Dakota   war   lasted   for   about   six   weeks   until   the   U.S.   army   won.   Of   the   approximately   600   white  7

people   who   died   in   the   war,   the   vast   majority   were   unarmed   civilians.   Angered   and   scared   by   what   had  8

happened,   many   white   Minnesotans   wanted   revenge.   The   U.S.   took   many   Dakota   as   prisoners,   giving  

them   a   hasty   trial   with   a   biased   jury.   Of   the   392   prisoners   who   were   tried,   303   were   sentenced   to   death  

2   http://www.usdakotawar.org/history/treaties/minnesota-treaties  
3  http://treatiesmatter.org/treaties/land/1851-Dakota  
4   http://usdakotawar.org/history/treaties  
5  http://historyapolis.com/blog/2015/10/13/laughing-water-and-solemn-sioux-the-vanishing-indian  
-in-the-dakota-homeland/  
6  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=38&v=Y1uwsqT2Kkc   from  
http://www.usdakotawar.org/history/war  
7   There   is   some   debate   over   whether   use   of   the   term   ‘war’   is   appropriate   as   it   may   imply   that   both   sides  
were   of   equal   standing,   which   certainly   was   not   the   case.   
8  http://www.usdakotawar.org/history/war/during-war  

 



and   16   were   given   prison   terms.   President   Abraham   Lincoln   then   received   the   records   from   the   trials   and  

chose   38   Dakota   to   be   hung   in   the   largest   mass   execution   in   American   history.   Lincoln   explained   his  

reasoning,   saying   that   he   was   “ anxious   to   not   act   with   so   much   clemency   as   to   encourage   another  

outbreak   on   one   hand,   nor   with   so   much   severity   as   to   be   real   cruelty   on   the   other ”.  9

 

It   wasn’t   just   those   Dakota   who   had   actually   fought   in  

the   war   that   white   Minnesotan   and   national   lawmakers  

were   determined   to   punish.   Alexander   Ramsey,   then  

governor   of   Minnesota,   proclaimed   that   “ The   Sioux  

Indians    [Dakota]    of   Minnesota   must   be   exterminated  

or   driven   forever   beyond   the   borders   of   Minnesota”.  10

In   the   aftermath   of   the   war,   1,600   Dakota,   the   majority  

of   whom   had   not   been   involved   in   the   fighting,   were  

imprisoned   in   an   internment   camp   in   Fort   Snelling.  

While   imprisoned   there,   an   estimated   130-300   people  

died   over   the   harsh   winter.   In   1863   the   US   Congress   passed   an   act   that   voided   all   treaties   with   the  11

Dakota   and   took   away   the   small   amount   of   land   that   the   Dakota   still   held   in   their   homeland   of  

Minnesota. 11    That   year,   almost   all   of   the   surviving   Dakota,   along   with   about   2,000   Ho   Chunk,   another  

group   of   people   who   had   not   been   involved   in   the   war,   but   who   were   living   on   prime   agricultural   land  

that   the   white   settlers   wanted,   were   removed   by   steamboat   to   what   is   now   South   Dakota. 11   

 

History   of   the   school   and   its   name  

 

As   the   cities   of   Minneapolis   and   St.   Paul   grew   in   the   20th   century,   more   schools   were   needed.   Alexander  

Ramsey   Middle   School   was   opened   in   1932   to   accommodate   that   need.   According   to   a   document   written  

in   1952   to   record   the   history   of   the   school   “Minnesota   schools   owe   much   to   Alexander   Ramsey,   so   it   is  

fitting   that   our   school   should   bear   his   name.”   Of   the   things   Ramsey   did   to   benefit   Minnesotans,   this  

9   http://usdakotawar.org/history/aftermath/trials-hanging  
10  http://www.usdakotawar.org/history/alexander-ramsey  
11  http://www.mnhs.org/fortsnelling/learn/us-dakota-war  
*   Image   permissions   acquired   from   the   Minnesota   Historical   Society  
http://collections.mnhs.org/cms/display?irn=10615904&return=q%3Dcaptured%2520sioux%2520indians  

 



document   specifically   pointed   out   that   he   had   “organized   the   territory   [and]   helped   in   the   making   of  

Indian   treaties   very   beneficial   to   it”.  12

 

Recent   History  

 

Although   teachers   had   been   talking   about   wanting   a   name   change   for   years,   it   was   students   who   pushed  

the   school   to   officially   begin   the   conversation.   The    school’s   website      describes   how   “ our   students   learn  13

the   history   of   Minnesota   in   6th   grade   and   every   year   many   of   them   question   why   our   school   would   be  

named   after   a   political   figure   who   broke   numerous   treaties,   called   for   the   “extermination”   of   indigenous  

people   and   offered   a   $200   reward   for   their   scalps” .   While   teaching   about   their   school’s   namesake,   social  14

studies   teachers   asked   students   to   discuss   the   implications   of   that   history   and   how   it   is   memorialized.   15

After   students   passed   out   homemade   “Rename   Ramsey”   stickers   at   an   open   house   in   2016,   the   school  

administrators   decided   to   support   the   initiative,   and   the   Site   Council   voted   unanimously   to   start   exploring  

the   possibility   of   a   name   change.   They   intentionally   chose   to   call   the   process   an   “exploration   of  

renaming”   in   order   to   make   sure   students   who   were   against   the   renaming   at   the   time   didn’t   feel  

ostracized.   The   school   explained   its   decision   by   saying   that   children   often   look   to   heroes   to   emulate   and  16

guide   their   morals   but   weren’t   finding   inspiration   in   the   school’s   current   namesake.   It   was   especially  

important   for   the   faculty   to   be   able   to   fully   support   their   students   of   color   who   made   up   around   half   of   the  

student   body,   and   they   felt   that   the   name   ‘Ramsey’   was   an   unwanted   reminder   of   a   time   of   oppression   for  

those   students. 15   

 

Instead   of   simply   having   the   discussion   amongst  

the   school   administration,   they   wanted   to   involve  

the   students   in   the   decision   making   process.   To  

do   this,   they   used   class   time   to   allow   students   to  

learn   about   the   history   of   Ramsey   and   the  

implications   of   honoring   his   name.   This   involved  

inviting   guest   speakers   from   the   Alexander  

12   http://ramsey.mpls.k12.mn.us/uploads/1932-1952_history_of_rms.pd f   
13   https://page.mpls.k12.mn.us/rename_ramsey_4  
14   http://renamerms.weebly.com/  
15   http://renamerms.weebly.com/campaign-q--a.html  
16  Elissa   Cedarleaf   Dahl   in   interview   January   7,   2020  
†    Image   provided   by   IEN   intern   Mae   Hovland  

 

http://renamerms.weebly.com/


Ramsey   House,   the   Minnesota   Historical   Society,   and   members   of   a   Dakota   tribe. 15    After   that,   they   had   a  

two-day   voting   process   where   each   student   was   asked   to   either   to   suggest   a   new   name   or   opt   to   keep   the  

name   Ramsey.   Whichever   choice   they   made,   they   were   asked   to   provide   an   argument   to   support   their  

decision.   In   addition   to   this,   the   school   provided   students   who   were   interested   in   leading   the   campaign  17

with   the   opportunity   to   meet   once   a   week   for   discussion.   Over   the   course   of   the   renaming,   around   10%   of  

the   students   had   attended   at   least   one   of   these   meetings. 16   

 

The   school   also   provided   space   for   community   members   to   share   their   opinions   through   an   online   poll,  

and   a   Community   Voices   event. 15    In   a   survey   taken   in   2016   as   the   school   was   beginning   the   discussion,  

75%   of   students   were   in   favor   of   renaming,   15%   were   undecided,   and   10%   were   against.   By   the   time   the  

students   were   surveyed   again   in   2017,   only   5%   percent   were   against   the   renaming.   A   survey   of   the   local  

community   conducted   at   the   same   time   determined   that   85%   were   in   favor   of   the   renaming,   with   9%  

against   the   renaming   and   5%   undecided. 15   

 

Some   of   those   opposed   wondered   why   the   $4,000   dollars   necessary   for   the   renaming   (which   the   school  

hoped   to   get   from   fundraisers   and   grants)   shouldn’t   be   spent   on   other   things. 15    However,   most   argued   that  

making   students   feel   welcomed   should   be   one   of   the   school’s   most   important   goals   and   that   they    “ cannot  

accept   the   fact   that   some   students   feel   our   school   name   represents   a   narrative   that   called   them  

“unintelligent”   and   sought   out   their   destruction”. 15    Additionally,   those   involved   in   the   renaming   managed  

to   convince   some   dissenters   simply   by   validating   them   and   inviting   them   to   discuss   their   concerns.   Elissa  

Cedarleaf   Dahl,   who   teaches   art   at   Page   middle   school   and   who   was   highly   involved   with   the   renaming  

process,   describes   how   fellow   teacher,   Paul   Sommers   invited   people   who   were   opposed   to   the   renaming  

to   take   a   walk   and   have   a   casual   conversation   together. 16    In   the   end,   the   majority   of   all   those   involved   -  

students,   faculty,   alumni,   and   community   members   -   agreed   that   the   name   should   be   changed.    16  

 

The   school   then   went   through   a   multi-step   process   to   find   a   new   name.   First,   students   and   community  

members   were   asked   to   nominate   names   over   a   two-month   window   (see   Renaming   Nomination   Form  

below).   Then,   those   names   were   narrowed   down   to   15,   based   on   a   set   of   Name   Finalist   Criteria   (see  

below). 15    A   panel   of   staff,   students,   community   members,   and   historians   then   narrowed   down   the   choices  

to   three   finalists;   Justice   Alan   Page,   Bde   Ota,   and   Dr.   Martha   Ripley.   Finally,   they   just   needed   approval  

from   the   Superintendent   and   School   Board.   A   group   of   students   met   with   them   and   explained   what   they  

17   https://docs.google.com/document/d/1M9MDctMWm3LoQbbgdAJLHmJP93QgbkQFAmYjhZtYfF8/  
edit  

 



had   learned   about   Ramsey   and   the   three   candidates.   Teacher   Elissa   Cedarleaf   Dahl   describes   how  

impressed   she   was,   both   of   the   students’   determination   and   bravery   and   at   how   willing   the   Board   was   to  

listen   to   them. 16    They   were   persuasive,   and   the   School   Board   voted   to   change   the   name   to   Justice   Page  

Middle   School.   

 

Justice   Alan   Page   was   a   football   player   for   the   Minnesota   Vikings   before   going   to   law   school   and  

eventually   becoming   the   first   African-American   Minnesota   Supreme   Court   Justice.   He   retired   at   70   and  

now   writes   children’s   books   and   runs   a   scholarship   foundation.   The   school   says   he   represents   values   that  

the   school   attempts   to   teach   its   students;   determination,   resolve,   hard   work,   and   compassion.   The  

fundraising   effort   as   well   was   extremely   successful;   students   ended   up   raising   over   $17,000.   The   principal  

is   quoted   as   saying    “I   am   deeply   inspired   by   their   example.   Not   only   did   these   kids   bring   our   school  

community   together   around   an   important   cause,   they   did   so   in   a   respectful,   productive   way.”  18

 

Besides   just   offering   his   name   to   the  

school,   Justice   Alan   Page   and   his   late   wife  

Diane   Sims   Page   became   involved   in  

supporting   the   students.   Justice   Page   has  

visited   the   school   many   times   since   its  

renaming,   including   at   the   renaming  

ceremony,   at   monthly   lunches   with  

students,   and   at   a   school   assembly   after   he  

was   awarded   the   Presidential   Medal   of  

Freedom,   where   he   was   interviewed   by  

students. 16    He   has   also   expanded   his   scholarship   program,   which   had   before   focused   on   high   school  

students,   by   creating   a   Junior   Page   Scholars   program   in   order   to   include   middle   school   students   at   the  

school.   Cedarleaf   Dahl   described   how   she   had   never   expected   Justice   Page   to   get   so   involved   or   that  19

renaming   their   school   would   have   brought   their   students   so   many   new   opportunities.   

 

 

 

18   http://www.startribune.com/minneapolis-middle-school-renamed-out-with-alexander-ramsey-in-  
with-justice-page/428452213/  
19   https://www.startribune.com/warm-homecoming-for-justice-alan-page-in-minneapolis/500846341/  

 



Stakeholders  

 

Middle   School   Students  

Teachers  

School   Administrators  

School   Board/Site   Council  

Parents,   Alumni,   and   Community   Members  

 

Lessons   learned  

 

The   decision   to   change   the   school’s   name   was   made   easier   by   the   fact   that   the   majority   of   those   involved  

were   in   support   of   the   change   from   the   outset.   They   gained   further   support   by   approaching   the   issue   in   an  

inclusive   way,   valuing   every   young   middle   schooler’s   opinion.   There   are   many   cases   when   opening   an  

issue   to   community   debate   can   create   more   polarization   of   opinions.   However,   Justice   Page   Middle  

School   demonstrates   that   a   community   can   also   rally   around   a   shared   issue.   Their   success   may   have   been  

helped   by   the   fact   that   many   didn’t   know   the   full   story   of   Ramsey   and   didn’t   have   a   preconceived   opinion  

on   the   name,   meaning   the   school   only   had   to   educate   them   rather   than   change   their   minds   completely.  

The   school,   however,   deserves   credit   for   the   way   they   used   the   discussion   to   enhance   the   middle  

schoolers’   education,   by   teaching   them   about   the   history   of   Minnesota   as   well   as   how   to   articulate   and  

discuss   their   opinions.   And   certainly,   the   student’s   social   awareness   must   be   credited   in   part   to   the   quality  

of   their   teachers.   

 

Middle   school   is   when   children   really   begin   to   develop   a   sense   of   justice,   Cedarleaf   Dahl   described,   so  

she   and   the   rest   of   the   faculty   are   trying   to   find   new   ways   to   help   students   keep   learning   from   the   name  

change.   Cedarleaf   Dahl   also   pointed   out   that   names   that   directly   apply   to   a   school’s   goals   such   as   Liberty  

or   Unity   might   also   give   schools   a   similar   opportunity   to   influence   the   culture   at   their   school.   By  

choosing   the   name   Justice   Page,   versus   simply   Alan   Page,   this   school   managed   to   combine   a   reference   to  

their   goals   for   their   school   culture,   while   still   benefiting   from   having   a   specific   person   as   a   namesake. 16   

 

According   to   Cedarleaf   Dahl,   changing   the   school’s   name   wasn’t   a   singular   action.   Rather,   it   was   a  

starting   point   for   a   new   identity   and   an   exploration   of   what   kind   of   community   they   wanted   to   be.   She  

also   described   how   choosing   a   namesake   who   is   still   living   gives   students   a   unique   opportunity   to   find  

inspiration   in   Justice   Page   personally.   Page   has   come   to   speak   at   the   school   several   times,   and   each   time  

 



he   does   so,   teachers   take   the   opportunity   to   remind   students   of   the   process   they   went   through   in   finding   a  

new   name.   In   this   way,   they   hope   new   students   will   continue   to   learn   from   the   school’s   experience,   even  

as   the   students   who   were   directly   involved   age   out   of   middle   school. 16  

 

Additional   Resources  

 

About   Page   Middle   School’s   Journey  

http://renamerms.weebly.com/  

 

About   the   history   of   the   Dakota-U.S.   war  

https://www.thisamericanlife.org/479/little-war-on-the-prairie   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=38&v=Y1uwsqT2Kkc  

http://www.mnhs.org/fortsnelling/learn/us-dakota-war  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://renamerms.weebly.com/
https://www.thisamericanlife.org/479/little-war-on-the-prairie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=38&v=Y1uwsqT2Kkc
http://www.mnhs.org/fortsnelling/learn/us-dakota-war


Renaming   Nomination   Form:   Students   could   suggest   names   using   this   form  

 

Instructions    -    Students   and   RMS   community   have   the   opportunity   to   suggest   names   that   could   possibly  

replace   our   current   school   name,   Alexander   Ramsey   Middle   School.   Use   this   form   to   make   your   name  

recommendation.   Please   carefully   read   the   naming   restrictions   below   before   you   complete   this   form.  

 

Naming   Restrictions/Guidelines  

1. If   named   after   a   person,   the   person   cannot   be   living  

2. Name   must   fit   within   mission   of   school  

Ramsey   MIddle   School   is   an   innovative,   academically   challenging   environment   that  

empowers   each   learner   to   explore   possibilities,   act   with   integrity,   and   create   positive  

change   within   one’s   community   and   the   world.   

3. Name   should   be   inspiring  

4. Name   cannot   be   program   specific  

5. Can’t   include   “academy”,   slogans,   or   numbers  

 

Nomination   Name:   _____________________________  

Rationale   (8+   sentences):  

Why   do   you   think   this   name   should   be   chosen?   How   is   the   name   inspiring?   

How   does   the   name   fit   into   the   mission   of   our   school?  

What   is   the   historical   context   of   the   person,   place,   or   word?  

 

Possible   arguments   against   choosing   your   recommendation:  

 

Sources   where   you   gathered   information:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Name   Finalist   Criteria   Form:   Used   to   narrow   all   nominations   down   to   15   options.   

 
Name____________________________________________________    Date__________________  
	
Finalist			#1			name:		
	

My   Notes  
 
 

	
My   rating  
On   a   scale   of   1   to   5   (5   being   most),   how   would   you   rate   this   name   following   our   criteria?  

______Positive   Change:   1   to   5  

From   the   RMS   mission   statement,   the   name   should   represent   a   positive   change,   innovation.   Does   the  
name   represent   the   essence   of   the   school  

______Inspiration/Positive   Role   Model/Integrity :    1   to   5  

Our   surveys   said   that   over   80%   wanted   a   positive   role   model   and   be   inspired   by   the   name   of   the   school.  

______Cultural    Sensitivities :     1   to   5  
Of   the   MPS   schools   named   after   people,   80%   are   Caucasian;   75%   are   male,   25%   are   female   names.   
______Connection :    1   to   5  
Does   the   name   have   a   connection   to   the   school   community   and   reflect   the   broader   community?   
______Staying   Power/Brand:     1   to   5  
If   we   change   the   name   of   our   school,   will   we   still   like   the   name   in   10,   20,   30   years?   
______Sound :    1   to   5  
Is   it   easy   to   spell,   sound,   say   and   understand?   How   does   it   sound   with   the   mascot   (Rhinos)   and   Middle  
School?  
______Negative:   1   to   5  
Reasons   not   to   choose   this   name,   problems   with   the   name;   what   are   potential   limitations  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


